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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with finding fake logo by matching and recognizing it with the original logo. This is
done by convert image of logo into bit map and then converts the bitmap of images into byte array. To
compute the unique or hash value for image of logo then compare the each image hash value Taking the hash
value of byte array which belongs to the image of logo to be verified check it with the original image index
value of the corresponding byte array. From the relation between hash values of both the logo image and the
one being considered we could decide it whether it is fake logo or original logo. If the hash values of the entire
byte array are exactly matching with the actual logo then it is considered to be original logo, otherwise it is the
fake logo. This process is achieved by using Hashing Algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION
Emblems are a special class of visual objects extremely important to assess the identity of something
or someone. In industry and commerce, they have essential role to recall customers and their expectations
associated with a particular product or service. This economical relevance has motivate the companies in
soliciting smart image analysis solutions to verify emblem archives to find evidence of similar already existing
logos, discover either inappropriate or non-authorized use of their logo, and reveal the malicious use of logos
that have small variations with respect to the originals so to deceive customers. Thus Fake logo detection is
necessary and is one of the major research issues of this kind. Earlier logo matching is done by shape matching
and object recognition. Later, the two stage algorithm based on spatial-spectral saliency and partial spatial
context is used. The existing method is based on context dependent logo matching. In which contextual
features are extracted for fake and original images and matched. In this project Advanced Context Dependent
Unique Component Analysis is proposed to increase the accuracy of logo matching. In this technique, visual
and textual features are extracted and similarity between fake and original is checked with unique component
analysis.
Related Work
The previous work on [2] “Shape matching and object recognition using shape contexts,” and
[3]“ANSIG—“An analytic signature for permutation-invariant two-dimensional shape representation,” have
used different global descriptors of the full logo image either accounting for logo contours or exploiting shape
descriptors such as shape context. Previously they are used two algorithms which are spatial-spectral saliency
and partial spatial context that accounts for local contexts of key points. They considered spatial-spectral
saliency to avoid the impact of cluttered background and speed up the logo detection and localization.
Appropriate metrics is accomplished among available methods, using two publicly available funds us data sets.
In addition, used normalization method which recorded acceptable results when applied for colour
normalization Drawback of this method is only suitable for fully visible logo in the image; it’s not corrupted by
noise and is not subjected to changes. According to this, they cannot be applied to real world images. The
major limitation of this approach is image resolution and their solution has revealed to be very sensitive to
occlusions.
[4]“Unconstrained logo and trademark retrieval in general color image database using color edge
gradient co-occurrence histograms”., R.Phan, J.Chia and D.Androutsos,2008 And [5]“Content based retrieval of
logo and trademarks in general color image databases using color edge gradient co-occurrence histograms”
R.Phan, J.Chia and D.Androutsos,2010 have considered pairs of color pixel in the edge neighborhoods and
accumulated differences between pixels at different spatial distances into a color edge co-occurrence
histogram. This global descriptor permits to perform fast approximate detection of logo. Drawback of this
approaches Unsuited to deal with incomplete information or transformed versions of the original logo.
[6]Context-dependent kernel design for object matching and recognition H.Sahbi, J.Y.Audibert,
J.Rabarisoa and R.Kerivan, 2008 And [7] Context-dependent kernels for object classification H.Sahbi,
J.Y.Audibert and R.Kerivan, 2011.They are present a novel solution for logo detection and recognition its based
on the definition of a “Context-dependent similarity” (CDS) kernel that directly incorporates the spatial context
of local features. Drawback of this approaches not restricted to any a priori alignment model. All these
methods assume that a logo picture is fully visible in the image, It’s not corrupted by noise and is not subjected
to transformations. It cannot be applied to real world images.
Proposed System
In this paper, we present a new solution for logo matching which is based on the definition of
“Context-Dependent Unique”. In matching process is done by convert the image of logo into bit of image. Bit
of image can be converted into byte value then stored in array. By used hashing algorithm to compute the
hash /unique value for each image. This matching process will be very accurate. The solution is proved to be
highly effective and responds to the requirements of logo matching in real world images. The probability
success of matching is high.
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Hashing Technique
Hashing is a key that represents the original or unique value. There are different types of hashing
function like MD2,MD4,MD5 and SHA.A hash function works for database storage and retrieval .In proposed
system, to compare the original image with test image using the shorter hashed key than to find it using the
original value.
To index the original value or key by using hash function .This hashing is always a one-way operation
and its not possible to "reverse engineer" the hash function by analyzing the hashed values. It should not
generate the same hash value from two different inputs. If it does, this is known as a collision.
SHA-256
In proposed system going to use the SHA 256 Managed class it has 256 bits and used to provide the
128 bits of security against collision attacks. The Compute Hash for a byte array of input data and generate the
256 bit hash of input data. The hash is used as a unique value it has fixed size and representing a large amount
of data. Hashes of different input data should match then corresponding inputs are match. Some changes to
the data result in large to produce the unpredictable changes in the hash value.
The SHA-256 compression function operates on a 512-bit message block and a 256- bit intermediate
hash value. A 256-bit block cipher algorithm is use to encrypts the intermediate hash value using the message
block as key. Hence there are two main components to describe: (1) the SHA-256 compression function, and
(2) the SHA-256 message schedule.
We will use the following notation:
Bitwise XOR , Bitwise AND, Bitwise OR, Bitwise Complement , Mod 232 Addition , Right Shift by n Bits ,
Right Rotation by N Bits
Step By Step Processing:
STEP 1: Load Logo Image to fetch the input image from source or system.

STEP 2: Convert Logo Image into Byte Arrayto convert the image into bit map then convert the bit of images
into byte array.
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STEP 3: Compute Hash Value to find compute the hash value for each byte array by using Hash Algorithm
(SHA256)

STEP 4: Compare Logo to compare the hash value of reference image with hash value of test image for find
the both images are same or not.

Processing Flow: In the below diagram show the flow of execution of process .it’s very useful to
understanding the flow of execution.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Finding the fake logo / image is done by convert image of logo into bit map and then converts the
bitmap of images into byte array. To compute the unique or hash value for image of logo then compare the
each image hash value Taking the hash value of byte array which belongs to the image of logo to be verified
check it with the original image index value of the corresponding byte array. From the relation between hash
values of both the logo image and the one being considered we could decide it whether it is fake logo or
original logo.
Performance Analysis
Logo Matching: Fetch or load the Image

Figure 1: Fetch or load the reference image and test image Byte Array Value

Figure 2: Byte Array Value Reference Logo
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Figure 3: Byte Array value test Logo Hash Value

Figure 4: To Compute the Hash Value_Reference_Logo

Figure 5: To Compute the Hash Value_Test_logo Result: Logo/Image Matching
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Figure 5: Logo / Image Matching

CONCLUSION
Hashing technique is used to find the fake logo / image. This technique is depends on hash value of
logo / images for compare the original with fake images/logo. The result is used to increase the accuracy of
logo matching and highly effective and responds the requirements of logo detection and recognition in real
world image. The probability of success of matching and detection is high and very secure. It is used for the
purpose of avoid duplicate Logos in the market.
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